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The use of different national income standards across the Americas has an
impact on cross-country comparability. In the USA the application of the latest
standard in 2013 added 3.6% to measured GDP.



Most American countries use a national income accounting standard that fails to
record the informal economy which could accounts for between 8 and 66% of
GDP in countries across the region.



Many countries have seriously out of date base years and World Economics
estimates that bringing these up to date could add nearly US$1 trillion to
aggregate GDP for the group as a whole.



The most unreliable economic data is produced in Argentina which has
manipulated inflation and GDP statistics since 2007 artificially raising real
GDP by an estimated 12.2% in 2012.

American Economic Data: The problems
World Economics investigates here the provision and accuracy of official
national income accounting data for 23 countries in North and South America.
The main factor determining the quality of national income statistics across the
Americas is the capacity and resources devoted to national statistics offices which
depends on the resources available to them to follow international best practice.
In addition to this general problem the most significant data issues found across
the Americas are:
1. the use of old standards of national income accounting;
2. the degree to which the shadow economy (including informal activities,
illicit activities and the income derived from outright crime) are underrecorded
3. the use of outdated base years.
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A further problem that occurs across the world, but in the Americas has been
associated with Argentina, is the manipulation of economic data for political
advantage.

1. Statistical Capacity and Resources
There is a global standard set by the United Nations for measuring national
income1, but poorer countries generally report lower quality statistics because of
the reduced resources available to national statistical offices to implement best
practice and together with the paucity of comprehensive household and business
surveys available. There are large differences in GDP per capita across the
Americas (See Figure 1

Figure 1: The Americas GDP per capita US$ 2013 PPP
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Source: World Bank, CIA World Factbook

1

The United Nations System of National Accounts (SNA): http://unstats.un.org/unsd/nationalaccount/
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